IT expertise. innovation.
world-class service.

We use Net Promoter Score®,
a recognised measure of
customer satisfaction. 70%+
is recognised as ‘world-class’
and that’s our aim.
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The pure technology group is a leading
provider of ICT services and solutions to
SME, corporate and public sectors,
including some of the UK’s largest
automotive retail groups. Technology is
designed to match customer strategy:
cloud, hybrid, on-premise and mobile from
datacentre to device.
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2020

ITaaS, PaaS, hyperscale
many clouds
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rapid disaster
recovery

cloud-backup

bespoke solution
design

IoT services with
real-world benefits

purepartner
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world-class supply chain
management

VR/AR/MR
solutions

comprehensive
support services

tailored communications
solutions

lightning fast
WAN, LAN, WLAN, and internet

cloud, traditional and
hyperconverged

cyber assurance and
tiered security
powerful print
solutions

tptg.co.uk

some solutions we’re really proud of...

“

John Mason International selected the pure technology
group following an intensive tender process at the
beginning of 2019. We were initially very nervous having
been with our previous supplier for many years. From our
first initial conversation through to the start of the first
project together we have found PTG to not only be
knowledgeable but also very efficient. Our first project was
done with no downtime or interruptions to our services. The
project was completed smoothly and efficiently.

”

- Becky Clamp, IT Manager, John Mason International

£

Flexible and cost
effective solution.
Optimised IT
performance.
Work anywhere
mobility.

puredr
Improved customer
experience.
Scalable and reliable
infrastructure.
Cloud-based
technology for DR.

“

Our previous system was no longer able to serve our
needs and was causing us problems with some of our
business critical applications, such as digital dictation as
well as speed and reliability becoming a factor for some of
our more rural offices. We needed a secure, reliable and
flexible system that could be tailored to our exact needs.
Our staff are increasingly looking to work on the move, at
home and across offices, so being able to provide as system
that could meet these needs, whilst still maintaining a high
level of security was paramount in our decision. purecloud
and the PTG team have delivered on this and we have been
impressed with the service.

”

- Danny Garland, IT Manager, Harrowells Solicitors

“

We trust pure technology group’s recommendations
totally. They're very knowledgeable and we've always had a
good relationship with them. When they introduced us to
Huawei we were immediately impressed. The innovative
combination of SSD, mixed tier storage and scaleability at a
great price was just what we wanted.

”

- Stuart Feaviour, IT Coordinator, Fuel Card Services

Increased IT security
through a tiered
solution.
Secure data back-up
and archiving through
the cloud.
Improved customer
service through
mobile platforms

Reduced total cost
of ownership.
Improved ability
to increase capacity.
Better
responsiveness.

“

Ultimately our customers benefit as we’re able to get
back to them much faster. We’re able to answer queries,
take orders and service any issues they may have. With our
new security strategy and solutions in place, I’m now
confident we can protect against increasing cyber-threats.
Partnerships with businesses such as the pure technology
group and Microsoft are important to our business. We’ve
relied heavily on partnerships for the last 100 years and we
need to keep these partnerships going. We needed to look
to the future, and the future is a cloud.

”

- Steve Norton, Group Network Manager, John Cotton Ltd

“

We have been working with PTG for several years now
and I can’t imagine using any other IT provider. Everyone I
have dealt with at PTG has always been extremely
understanding of our IT requirements and have always
delivered what we need in a professional, cost-effective and
timely manner.

”

- Chris Gensmantel, Head of IT, JCT600

Reduced licensing
spend by 25%.
Enhanced
security.
Service Desk
support.

